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! HOCKEY • Development in England ~ 

HOCKEY. This game is played by both men Occasionally the game is played with a solid 
~nd women in the winter months, and its popu- rubber ball, but more often a white leather ball 
larity in this country is on the increase. Among . is used, or a cricket ball painted white. 
women especially is it a favourite pastime, and Rules of the Game 
most of the important schools for girls have It is common for the players, especially the 
their hockey elevens. goal-keeper and the backs, to wear shin-guards. 

It is unlikely, however, that it ·will ever oust Anyone with a good knowledge of the laws 
football, as a game or as a spectacle, from its of football will find little difficulty in following 
pre-eminence as the king of winter sports. the laws that govern the game of hockey. A 
Hockey has not that same appeal to the average player cannot be off-side if he is in his own half 
spectator as football, and except at · inter- of the field, if the ball was last touched by one 
national contests, held yearly, and at the annual of the opposing side, qr if there are three 
varsity match, a large crowd PLAN OF · THE HOCKEY FIELD opponents between him and 
of onlookers is a rarity. 5 ms. +YDS 5 vos the goal-line. 

It seems likely that the : - : In the act of striking the 
word " hockey " has some ! ball, the player must not raise 
connexion with the " hooked : his stick above his shoulders I 

stick" with which the game : · under penalty of a "bully." 
is played. Exactly how the ! To bully a ball, one player 
game came to be introduced ·· : 25 YARDs LtNE of each team strikes the 
into this country is un~own. If) 

1 vos. 7 vos. ~ ground on his side of the ball, 
According to one authority, o ex: and his opponent's stick 
it originated in France in the ~ w . w ~ above the ball, three times 
14th century, but it is more > 3 ~ 0 alternately, after which the 
than likely that modern o .J ..J o ball is struck by one of them, 
hockey is but a variation ~ .~ cENTR uNE · m - and it is again in play. 
of a similar game that the •et . a:: ~ Where a "foul " occurs in 

UJ '.( <: ~ 
Romans of old played. It ~ l>- >: :;j the striking-circle (see below) , 
is certain, at least, that the ..J :ao ~r w the referee awards a "penalty 
game grew and developed in w : . : 0 bully '' or a '' penalty corner,'' 
England. e : I - either of which offers a reason-

11) I I V) 

In some form or other 7 v~s. 2s YARDs LtNE 7;vos. . able prospect of a goal. In 
hockey has been, and still : ! taking a penalty corner the 
is, played in most parts of i c, ~ i ball is hit from the goal-line 
Europe and Northern Asia. : • 0< i at any spot at least 10 yards 
Originally it was undoubtedly : 'J...~~· ~ i from the nearest post, all the 
very rough, and it was dis- : . ,~ i defending players being mean-
couraged in many quarters s vps coAL uNE ... ws 5s-6o vos 5vos. while behind their goal-line, 
for this reason. Here you see how the field is marked out and the remainder of the 

I 187 h M , H k for the splendid game of hockey. At each ·d h n 5 t e en s oc ey of the four corners a flag is placed. and also attacking side outsl e t e 
Association was formed, and one at the centre of each side-line. No circle. A goal may be scored 
eight years later rules were player can be off-side if he is in his own half only from the striking circle. 

of the field, and a goal can only be hit from 
drawn up by the Wimbledon within the striking circle. After a goal is As in football, the secret of 
Club ; since then the game scored, a "bully" takes place in the centre. success in hockey is combina-

A variation of the game, known as ice hockey, 
has been improved until it is very aopular in Switzerland, Canada, and tion between the members of 
has become the skilful, scien- • the United States. the side. It would not be 

• 

tific and pleasing exhibition we know to-day. impossible for a team of comparatively poor 
There are eleven players on each side, as in players who had played together frequently to 

football, namely, a goal-keeper, two backs, three defeat a team whose members, though in
half-backs, and five forwards, and the object is d.ividually more skilful, had not any experience 
to score goals by hitting the ball into the op- of each other's play. This is one of the reasons 
ponents' goal. Each player has a curved stick, for its success in schools, for it encourages the . 
made of ash, the handle of which is usually team spirit that of playing for one's side and 
about 2 feet in length, and the blade 1 foot not for oneself. 
long. The end must be rounded not pointed Another factor that contributes in a large 
or cut square. The head of the stick is measure to its popularity is that "mixed " 
smooth sharp edges are not allowed and the hockey in which both boys and girls take part 
surface of the face is flat. The total weight can be played. . 
of the stick, including any protective binding, A game similar in most respects to field 
must not exceed 28 ounces. hockey is played on ice, but there is very Uttle 
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